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Introduction
Given linear mixture inheritance model, generally two different statistical paradigms (Bayesian and 
likelihood) can be used to predict the evidence of major gene for a given vector of phenotypic 
measurements (Sanchez et al. (2003)). The objective of this study was to establish and to investigate 
the mode of inheritance of carcass length trait in three pig breeds using Bayesian paradigm. Bayesian 
Gibbs sampling method in the context of multiplicative mixture inheritance model was used to analyze 
carcass length trait. Gibbs sampling algorithm was applied to sample directly the non-parametric 

marginal posterior densities of the following parameters: error variance ( 2
e ); variance of polygenic 

effect ( po
2 ); frequency of major gene allele ( p ); additive effect of major gene ( a ); dominance 

effect of major gene ( d ). Segregation analyses showed evidences of major gene for Swiss-Large-
White (SLW); Swiss-Landrace (SLR) breeds but not for Swiss-Large-White-Sire-Line (SLWSL) breed.
However, in this study, we only show the full details of our analysis and results in Swiss-Large-White 
(SLW) breed. These results patently indicate the role of major gene in performance of carcass length 
trait and it is suggested to include it in genetic setting program.

Material and methods

Data. Data used in this study were obtained from the Suisag Company located in Switzerland. Trait 
distribution across breeds was examined before running genetic analyses. For almost all breeds, 
estimated empirical distribution for carcass length trait agreed with estimated theoretical normal 
distribution. 
Box-Cox transformation. Data were one parameter Box-Cox transformed. This was done to 
remove noise (i.e.skewness) that may lead to the false inference of a major gene in the current study. 
One-parameter Box-Cox transformation was used and after analysis major gene effects (dominance, 
additive and deviation b/w additive and dominance effects) were back- transformed to the original 
scale using an inverse Box-Cox transformation.

Notations and assumptions. In this study it was presumed that a bi-allelic autosomal major gene 
influencing on carcass length, had two alleles A1 and A2, with frequencies q and p (p =1-q) where p is 
the estimate of A1 allele frequency in the founder population. The Mendelian transmission 
probabilities for this autosomal gene’s allele was reserved (no relaxation was used). The genotypes 
A1A1, A1A2, and A2A2 were assumed to occur in Hardy-Weinberg frequencies, with q2, 2pq and p2

genotypes frequencies in the founder population. Also it assumed that corresponding above genotypes 
effects with a, d, and −a respectively. Allele A1 is defined to decrease the phenotypic value, and allele 
A2 is defined to increase the phenotypic value. 
Multiplicative mixture inheritance model. A multiplicative mixture inheritance model was used 
to analyze the presence of a major gene affecting the carcass length. The model included non-genetic 
fixed and random effects, random polygenic effects and fixed effects of a major gene. The following 
multiplicative mixture inheritance model was applied, as shown in (Kadarmideen et al (2005) and Ilahi 
et al (2004)).

e ZWm Zu Xy  
Where in this model, y is vector of observation, X and Z are the known incidences matrices, β is the 
vector of fixed effects, u is the vector of random polygenic effects, W is the matrix containing 
genotypes of each individual, m is a vector of mean genotypic values, and e is a vector of random 
residuals. Wm is a vector of random effects at the single locus. We assumed that the conditional 
distribution of the data vector y given relevant components is multivariate normal as:
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Given the model, the marginal non-parametric density posterior distributions of the following 
components were estimated:

)|,,,,(~),,,,|y( 2222 yImf a, d, p,  prImf a, d, p, pr poepoe 

Which Imf a, d, p, poe ,,,, 22  were general mean of model; error variance; variance of 

polygenic effect; additive major gene effect, dominance major gene effect; frequency of major gene of 
allele A1, fixed effects, genotypes of major gene and polygenic effects respectively. Residual effects 
were assumed to be distributed as normal e.g. )IN(0,~e 2

e which I is identity matrix. Uniform prior 

distributions were assumed in the range ),(  for fixed effects and for additive and dominance 

major gene effect effects, also uniform prior distributions were assumed in range ),0(  for genetic 

variance components, and in the range 1][0, for allele frequencies. Using the above estimated marginal 

components, the marginal non-parametric density posterior distributions of following components were 
computed as follows:
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a , 2
d , 2

g , 2
poh , 2

th were variance of additive major 

gene effect, variance of dominance major gene effect; variance of major gene effect , heritability of 
polygenic effects and total heritability respectively. The vector of hyper-parameters (θ) included the 

fixed effects (β), polygenic effects (u), residual variance ,e
2 polygenic variance 2

po , major gene 

effects (m) and major gene frequency (q) were reserved.
Gibbs sampling algorithm. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling methods provide an 
efficient means to carry out complex integration numerically. In other words, Gibbs sampling is a 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) scheme for simulation from )(x where transition kernel is 

formed by the full conditional distributions of )(x . In this study we sampled parameters, in doing so 

it is being assumed that the full conditional distributions 8,...,1)|()(   iiiii  be 

known to the extent that it is possible to simulate from them. Gibbs algorithm with blocked sampling of 
genotypes was used for inference in the mixed inheritance model and implemented using the MAGGIC
software package developed by Janss et al. (1995). 20 replicates of Gibbs chains of 100000 cycles were 
run for analysis, using a spacing of 50 cycles, obtaining 2000 Gibbs samples per chain and 100,000 
samples in total for each trait. A burn-in period of 1000 cycles was used to allow the Gibbs chains to 
reach equilibrium. Marginal non-parametric density posterior distributions of aforementioned 
components were sampled from the model.

  
Results and discussion
Identification of major genes affecting carcass length trait in pig populations could have a considerable 
impact on genetic improvement, for example, by increasing the accuracy of genetic selection. Many 
researcher addressed QTLs or chromosome locations which harbor of genetic variations carcass/meat 
quality trait across populations. In this study we referred to some of them though it could be that they 
have treated differently in their context Malek et al.(2001). Figure 1 compares theoretical and empirical 
distribution of carcass length trait in SLW breed. This indicates that carcass length distribution has not
deeply deviation from model presumed assumptions. It is recommended that such data check-in to be 
done before resorting on major gene data analysis. Table 1 shows estimated non-parametric marginal 
posteriors distributions for carcass length trait in SWL breed. Within each breed twelve parameters 
were sampled, though, only the result major gene analysis on SWL breed is presented here. This table 
patently indicates the evidence of major gene segregating for carcass length trait in this breed since a 

range of 0.11 to 0.23 can be seen for variance of additive major 2
a =.15. Our criterion for concluding 

that a major gene is either segregating for carcass length trait or not was 2
a . As table 1 patently shows 

corresponding both left and right sides of HPD of 2
a parameter are not zero. Based MAGGIC's

developer idea, lacking zero in upper and bounds of estimates 2
a means existing an evidence of major 

gene. More concepts pertaining to HDP can be found at Kadarmideen et al (2005), Kadarmideen et al 
(2007). For other SLR breed, an evidence of major gene also was detected, though, it was sensible to
number of replicates of Gibbs chains. There was no sign of major gene segregation for carcass length 



trait in SLWSL breed. Our analysis confirmed that DNA-based study (e.g. QTL mapping) for further 
exploring genetic make-up of carcass length trait is logically plausible in SLW and SLR breeds.
Estimated allele frequencies are presented in Table 1. The estimated allele frequencies were almost 
matched with presumed allele frequencies in this study. Almost allele frequencies were estimated with 
small discrepancies across all breeds. Figure 3 delineates estimated allele frequencies in accompany 

with polygenic heritability. For all breeds, estimated polygenic heritability 2
poh obtained substantial. 

REML analysis with the same data supported our Bayesian-based 2
poh estimation. Figure 2 shed more 

lights on some key estimated model parameters. It is shown that estimated error variance 2
e and 

polygenic variance po
2 are almost normal. For the first time many genetic parameters for major gene 

studies explicitly and for carcass length trait implicitly were estimated (table 1) in our study. Overall, 
we suggest that multiple traits major gene segregation analysis of other traits with carcass length trait 
can show the existence of genes affecting traits that are under the antagonistic pressures of artificial 
selection.

  
Figure1: Theoretical normal distribution (solid) and empirical normal distribution (dashed 
black) of carcass length distribution in SLW breed

Table 1 Estimated non-parametric posterior distributions of means, standard deviation, right 
and left bounds of 95% highest posterior density (HPD) for carcass length in SLW breed

Parameters  Posterior means Posterior standard deviation 95%HPD(left) 95%HPD(right)
2
e 1.28 0.68  0.05 2.47

po
2 5.68 1.04  3.67 7.74

2
a 0.15 0.04 0.11 0.23
2
d 0.17 0. 16 0.12 0.63  
2
g 0.23 0.22  0.10 0.74

2
poh 0.61 0.11 0.62 0.91
2
th 0.65 0.11  0.60 0.99

q 0.46 0.04  0.39 0.54

p 0.54 0.04 0.46 0.61

a 0.26 0.23 -0.12 0.71

d 0.26 0.30  -1.25  1.79

)(dabsa -0.43 0.49  -1.45 0.44
2
e : Error Variance; po

2 : Variance of polygenic effect; 
2
a : Variance of additive major gene effect; 

2
d : Variance of 

dominance major gene effect; 
2
g : Variance of major gene effect; 

2
poh : heritability of polygenic effects; 

2
th : total 

heritability; q : frequency of major gene of allele A2; p : frequency of major gene of allele A1; a : additive effect of major 

gene ; d : dominance effect of major gene ; )(dabsa  : deviation b/w additive and dominance effects; HPD: Highest Non-

Parametric Posterior Density



Figure 2: Estimated marginal non-parametric posterior density of major gene additive and 
dominance effects (left panel) and estimated marginal non-parametric posterior distributions of 
error variance (left panel) and polygenic variance (right panel) in SLW breed

Figure 3 Estimated marginal non-parametric posterior distributions of major gene allele 
frequencies and polygenic heritability in SLW breed

Conclusion
In this study, we investigated an evidence for segregating major gene for carcass length in 3 Swiss pig 
breeds. We have found an evidence for an autosomal- bi-allelic gene influencing carcass length in 
SLW and SLR breeds but not SLWSL breed. It is well known that segregation analysis is not robust to 
violations of model assumptions, such as the normality of residuals. In this analysis, we minimized any 
impact of the non-normality of residuals by using a Box-Cox transformation. One possible reason for 
not having found a major gene for SLWSL breed could be that there was less number of records and 
departures from other assumptions, such as the homogeneity of the distribution of residuals among 
families within this breed. These results from segregation analyses should therefore be considered as 
first indication of the presence of the major gene, which have then to be confirmed by analyses using 
molecular tools. In other words, our results indicate that running DNA-level experiments e.g. QTLs 
mapping and Microarray gene expression studies in SLW and SLR breeds make of highly sense.
However, segregation analyses using only phenotypic data are rather less costly than DNA based 
studies; therefore, this kind of analysis should be considered as first try to search for major gene 
evidence in non-well genetically explored traits. 
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